Announcing Our Oﬃcial Collaboration
with Trimble
When you set out to be the world’s best at providing consistently accurate aerial surveying
solutions, you want to align yourself with companies who share the same values.
Trimble, the global leader in positioning technologies, was an early customer of Propeller.
Over the past several months, our team has been working closely with theirs to oﬀer surveygrade drone data solutions for the heavy civil industries―where drones are already doing
their best work.
Today, we’re thrilled to announce Trimble and Propeller’s formal collaboration.
Together, we’re excited to be oﬀering professional quality end-to-end drone data
workﬂows.
Propeller’s cloud-based visualization platform, along with AeroPoints (our groundbreaking
automated GCP system), will now be integrated with Trimble’s Connected Site solutions. In
addition, Propeller platform licences will be distributed via Trimble’s global network of
dealers.
Combining our strengths is just smart business. As drones become a standard worksite tool,
customers from industrial sectors like civil contracting, survey engineering, and mining are
looking for products that are both reliable and easy to use.
By combining the 3D visual data in Propeller’s powerful cloud platform with Trimble’s
precision connected equipment systems, we’re closing the gap on a truly end-to-end solution.
The result: empowered, informed worksite teams getting the job done faster, safer, and more
eﬃciently.
For Propeller, this exciting announcement coincides with our oﬃcial expansion into the US.
We’ve just opened a North American HQ in Denver, Colorado―home to many of the world’s
smartest people in geospatial and construction technology, and a booming tech hub. We’ll be
growing our team of experts in North America to ensure we can keep delivering the
dependable products and ﬁrst-rate service our customers rely on. More on this soon!
Read more: Trimble press release.

Already a Trimble customer?
Like the sound of integrated end-to-end drone data workﬂows? Get a quote on a Propeller

solution to suit your business.
Already a Propeller and Trimble customer?
Contact us to integrate your Propeller and Trimble Connect accounts.

